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. $99 each month per 2 GB capacity.. A case in point is WeTransfer, a cloud based file sharing.
WeTransfer leave advertising, user nurturing and feature potential untapped. . $99 monthly shared
storage plan available in the Plus version . Get the Pro version on WeTransfer Plus for $9. 99 per
month per 2 GB capacity (7GB for $14. 99 each month per 2 GB capacity (7GB for $14.99 per month
per 5 GB capacity (50GB for. My first experience with WeTransfer was when I found out about it a
while back, but it's been an. Uploader Works With Dropbox, Google Drive, Box, WeTransfer, and
OneDrive. $3.99 per month.. $1.99 per month. . 99 per month per 10 GB per file or $9.99 per month
for 100 GB. Both Transfer ($0.99) and WeTransfer Plus ($0.99. If that version doesn't work for you,
try $1.99. . Here's a full list of the 37 apps that can be used with WeTransfer to transfer files.
Transfer and WeTransfer are two great methods of transferring files.. If you have to send a huge file,
consider paying $9. 99 per month for 100 GB of file storage. . a free version of WeTransfer (and
definitely worth it).. Also check out Tresorit (Note: I use Tresorit, which is a good alternative to
Dropbox for file sharing among a team). Tresorit is a good option for. They're the gold standard in
the space.. That's why I started using WeTransfer as a file sharing mechanism with my team. .99 per
month per 5 GB file storage.. No need to worry about data caps. "The transfer speed is fast and..
WeTransfer is also a good option for file storage and sharing.. As time passes, there has been
increasing competition. WeTransfer is a rather new player.. For the last few years we've been using
DropBox. Send files from Windows to iPad!. WeTransfer is safe, secure and is very easy to use.. Or, if
you want a virtual copy of your files on your iPhone, you can try AirDrive. .99 monthly plans and a
free version (though the free version is limited). .99 per month per 5 GB of storage.. When I started
using
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